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A degenerate gas of electrons interacting with impurities is considered for which reso
nance of the scattering amplitude is located near the electron Fermi energy. In this case 
the temperature dependence of the electron-gas specific heat has a peak whose position 
and width in the one-band model under consideration are defined by the impurity con
centration (at not too low concentrations) and density of electron states without impuri
ties. The peak height may be of the same order of magnitude as the free-electron 
specific heat at the maximum; on application of a magnetic field, the peak splits into two. 
The magnetic field dependence of spin paramagnetic susceptibility also contains a peak 
which is strongly temperature dependent. 

The effect of impurities on the properties of an elec
tron gas was investigated in a large number of studies. 
A diagram technique was developed[l] with which to 
analyze kinetic phenomena in such a system. On the 
other hand, the thermodynamic characteristics of the 
system (where they play an important role, e.g., in the 
analysis of oscillatory effects in a magnetic field[2]), 
are governed by the fact that scattering by impurities 
leads to a finite electron mean free path. 

a field V, we consider the eigenfunctions and the eigen
values of the operator VGo (or GoV) [3], where Go 
= (w - Ho r 1 is the Green's function of the electron in 
the absence of impurities; in the isotropic case, which 
we shall mainly consider, 

We consider in this paper the case when the Fermi 
energy of the electron gas is close to the resonance of 
the amplitude for scattering by a single impurity. If the 
resonance (in the isotropic case) is due to scattering 
with angular momentum 1 2:: 1, then it is easy to verify 
that the diagram technique for the calculation of the 
electron Green's function cannot be applied directly, 
and it is necessary to use other methods. We derive an 
expression for the denSity of states of the electrons, in 
the form of the first terms of an expansion in powers of 
the impurity concentration in the case when the impurity 
concentration is low. Near the pole for the scattering 
amplitude by a single impurity, of course, it would be 
necessary to take into account all the terms of the 
scattering amplitude of the system of impurities in 
terms of the corresponding amplitudes on the single 
impurities. This leads to difficulties in the description 
of the spectrum of such a system at negative energies. 
For positive energies, on the other hand, the pole of the 
amplitude goes off from the real energy axis into the 
unphysical region, as a result of which it becomes pos
sible to describe conveniently the Green's function in 
the entire vicinity of the resonant energy. 

Since the density of states contains in this case a 
sharp peak there the amplitude resonance, well observa
ble deviations from the usual relations should be ob
served in the thermodynamic characteristics of the 
electron gas. In Sec. 2, using the specific heat and the 
spin paramagnetism as examples, it is hown that even 
at low impurity concentrations the corrections to these 
quantities can be of the same order of their values 
without impurities. 

1. Let the potential of an impurity situated at a 
point ra be v( I r - ra I). Then the total potential acting 
on the electron takes the form 

V= L,v(lr-r.l). 

To calculate the denSity of states of the electron in 
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m· ei~lr-r'l 

Go(rr'w)= -----
2n Ir - r'l 

(k = v'2m*w > 0 at w > O. 1m w = +0). 
We are thus interested in solutions of the problem 

Ila'i'a = VGo'i'a, llaXa + = Xa +VGo, 

(Xa +IjJ,) = J Xa + (r) 1jJ,(r) dr = 6a, 

(a Simple exposition of the theory of non-self-adjoint 
operators is contained in[4]). 

We shall need also the functions 

(1 ) 

(1a) 

which obviously satisfy the equations 

(1b) 

and are connected with I/J and X+ by the relations 

(1c) 

Weinberg[3] cites the Schrodinger equations and the 
boundary conditions for the functions I}I and X+. 

If we represent the operator VGo in the form 

VGo = L, llaljJaXa + = L, ljJaxa +Go, 

then, acting on it from the left with the operator 
w - Ho, we get 

V=L,ljJaXa+, 

from which it is clear that the scattering operator A, 
defined by 

A =V+ VGoA, 

can be expressed in the form 

A = V + ~ lla'i'aXa+ = ~ ljJaXa+ • (2) 
"-! 1 - Ila £...J 1 - Ila 

The Green's function G of the electron in the im
purity field V is expressed in terms of the operator A 
as follows: 

G = Go + GoAGo. 

This yields for the correction p 1 to the density of 
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states per unit volume (1m w = +0) 
1 

V,p, = - - 1m Sp G,AG, 
n 

(Vo is the volume of the system), and furthermore 

SpG,AG,=Sp\"l G,"'aXa+G, \"l fla'(Xa+'1'a) , 
~ 1-fla ~ 1-fla 

• a 

Differentiating (1) with res pect to w, we obtain 

fla''iJa + fla'iJa' = - VG,"Ila + VG,'iJa', 

whence, taking the scalar product with X+, we have 
(see (1)) 

fla' = - (X. +VG,''iJ.) = - fl.' (X. +'1'.), 

which yields for PI the expression 
1 d \"l 

V,p, = - -nd;;;" 1m ~ In(1- fl.), (3) 

We now assume that the impurity concentration 
n = Nimp/Vo is small, so that kr» 1, where r = n-.l/2 
is the mean distance between the impurity centers, and 
k = v'2m*w is the wave vector of a free electron with 
energy close to resonance. 

The eigenvalue /lnl of the problem (1) in a 
centrally-symmetrical field v without resonance, at 
kro« 1, where ro is the effective radius of the poten
tial v, is expressed in the form [5] (l is the angular 
momentum and m is its projection) 

(4) 

where 

b is the coefficient in the principal term of the scatter
ing amplitude near resonance i fO is the energy of the 
resonance, and C~ICnl ~ r~l+ Im* (this follows from 
(A.5) and from the normalization in (1)). 

It is clear from (A.4) that 

{ (r,1 R) "+" kR .;; 1, 
Re/)fl- 21 

(kr,) r,IR, kR;;;t 1. 

,Since 1m /lnl ~ (krc)21+1 (see (4)), it follows that when 
kR :>:> 1 we can disregard the smearing of the levels 
/la (formula (A.4) was derived for two-particle "colli
sions" of impurity centers, but OIl ~ g even when 
many centers are taken into account). 

We consider henceforth, by way of example, only 
two-particle collisions (it will be evident when this 
approximation is suitable). Since the total number of 
sublevels into which the given level /lnm splits is Nimp 
(and accordingly we have (21 + 1) Nimp sublevels for 
the level /l nl), we can write for any function fll of J.L II 
(exact solutions in the field V, which go over into /lnl 
as R _00) 

\"l Nop J ~!. "'" Nopp,!o + -2- dp,(R) [!+ (R) + !- (R) L 
, ± 

Here fo denotes f( /lnl), f± denotes f~ /ln~) (see (A.4)), 
Po = exp (-ny), PI = nv exp ( -nv, v = /377R , V = %1TR3 
and the integration is carried out over the region 
o < R < iI, where l/k ~ It « r. 

We therefore obtain from the density of states, from 
(3 ), 

n d L. p, = - --. -1m (2l + 1)ln(1- fl.')-
n doo 

',' (5) 
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where /lnm = /lnl = lim /lnm(R) and I m Is l. 
R-oo 

The "tails" of the density of state fall, as will be 
shown below, in the region kR « 1, where (see (A.4), 
the book by Morse and Feshbach[4], and (4)) 

Re(fl± - fl.,) "'" ± 2m·c./c.,(4l + 1) (2l + 1) !lCz'm 1 R21+1. 

Replacing 
1- Re fl 

1m In (1 - fl) = - arcctg ---
1m fl 

in the second term of (5) by 

(6) 

(6a) 

where 
B=(4l+1)(2l+1)11 C'm 

(2m')' b ' , 

~(x) = 0 at x < 0 and ~(x) = 1 at x:> 0, we obtain from 
(5) near a resonance with angular momentum I: 

p, (00) "'" .!!....(1- nv) (2l + 1)1'/[ (B - w)' + 1"] + 2n'n[R(oo) ]21HI (2l + 1)B 
n ' 

where 
(7) 

R(oo) = (BI \e-ool)'/("+1>, 

1m fl., oo'k 'I 
1'=--=--- oo(ooIEo)'-'. 

ani b 

Since B ~ m*c +c/a ~ Eo r~l+1 (see (4)), we can 
readily show that the second term in (7) is of the order 
of 

~~ ( l' ) (2IH)/(21+1) 

" k' '1'(8-00)'+1" 

(it is cut off at I w - € I ~ Y if it is recognized that it is 
actually necessary to use (6) rather than (6a), Le., be
cause 1m /lnm is finite). In the region of the maximum 
of Pl( I fO - w I ~ Y) the first term is of the order of n/Y, 
and the second term is smaller by a factor n/k3 
~ (krr3 « 1. The second term determines the tails of 
the denSity of states at I w - fO I »Y (if l 2: 2), but 
where the two quantities i}! (7) l;>ecome comparable (at 
I w - fO I ~ Y (n/k3t (2l +1);2 (i -1») the correction to the 
denSity of states is small (of the order of 
(n/Y)(n/k 3 )(21+1)/(I-I)). We recall that without impuri
ties the denSity of states is Po = m*k/21T2, and therefore 
po is larger than the second term in (7), when it plays 
an essential role in PI, if 

1'1 00 - (00 1 Eo),-'I. » (n 1 k') 31 / (1-1). (8) 

If (8) is satiSfied, we can disregard below the higher 
terms of the expansion in n/k3, Le., assume that 

n l' A 1 
p, ""'-,-.(2l+ 1) ( )'+" , ,+ c.c. (9) 

n B - 00 l' I B - 00 - 11' 

where A = (21Tr~(2l + 1). 

The result means that at low densities, the pertinent 
expression is the expansion of the Green's functions in 
the number of "collisions" of the impurity particles. 
In the diagram techniqu'e, the expression for G in terms 
of the scattering amplitudes is (fOab = 1 - 0ab): 

G = G, + 1: G,aaGo + 1: G,aaGoa'GoBa, + " , 
a,' 

When the two-particle collisions were taken into ac
count, we actually summed all the terms of the type 

1: Ba,G, (aa + aaG,a' + aaGoa'Goaa + aaG,a'G,aaGoa' + " ,) G" 

a,' 
and, as can be easily seen, the expansion written out 
above corresponds to a series in which each succeeding 
term is the product of the preceding term by a quantity 
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of the order of (IJ. - IJ. 0)/ (1 - IJ. 0) ~ gab/ (1 - Jl 0) » 1 
at kR « 1. After summation, all the terms make a con
tribution on the order of (1 - IJ. 0 - gab r 1 to the ampli
tude. At n/k3 « 1, the most overwhelmingly probable 
is Rab ~ r, when I gab I « 11m 1J.01, so that we can as
sume in fact that 

G "" G. -f L. G.a"G •. 

2. To determine the specific heat and the spin para
magnetism of the system in question we start, as usual, 
with a calculation of the thermodynamic potential 0 of 
the electron gas[7]. The chemical potential will be de
designated IJ. in this section. 

Accurate to exp ( -IJ. IT), we can write for 0 

• 
Q(I!,T)= -2 J doop(oo) (I!- 00)-

(10) 
- 2T' J dzln(1 + r")[p (I! + Tx)+ P (" - Tx)], 

• 
the first term is 0 (IJ., 0), and the second will be desig-
nated 00. The state denSity is subdivided, as above, 
into Po and PI, and the same subscripts will be used 
for all the remaining quantities. 

For example, 

I\Qo=-4T'po(") jdxln(1+r")=- ~ Po(I!)T'. 
o 

We express 00 1 in the form (see (9)) 

~ (A ')d.x 
IlQ,=4T'iAJln(1+e-'\ ~l,1' ,+c.c. 

• 1'.-11') -T'x 

(11) 

where t:.. = € - IJ.; we have neglected here the depend
ence of A and Y on w, putting in them W = IJ. (Le., the 
calculations have a relative accuracy T/IJ.). This inte
gral is calculated with formula 4.319(2) of[8], where, 
incidentally, the result should be preceded by a minus 
sign. The calculation yields 

( rl 11 1'+iL'i)I~-' 
IlQ,=4A 2nTln r 2+2F 11l'2n 

+1'-1'ln(sI2nT)+L'iarctg(M1') 1, 
where r is the Gamma function and s = t:.. 2 + yOl. 

(12 ) 

Since we have a large enough reservoir of states 
under the peak of the density PI (the total number of 
states is ~n), it is clear that, say, if t:..o = € - 1J.0 > 0, 
where IJ. 0 is the chemical potential at T = 0, the value 
of IJ. should decrease rapidly with increasing tempera
ture, until all the states under the peak are filled; at 
1J.0 < € the electrons, to the contrary, will be crowded 
out from under the peak with increasing temperature, 
and IJ. will therefore increase (a general decrease of 
IJ. sets in at temperatures T ~ IJ.). 

The chemical potential, as usual, is defined by 

Since 

and 
allQ, I al! = -iJI\Q,1 aL'i =4A(1 - arctg (L'i/1'», 

where 

1= Im¢H--+ 1'~~L'i), ¢(z)= dlnfz(z) , 

condition (13) yields 

(13 ) 

(14) 

where B = 2AI Po( IJ.) ~ nlJ./k3 • The first term on the 
right is of the order of TOl/ Jl and we shall disregard it, 
neglecting by the same token the decrease of the chemi
cal potential with increasing temperature (we assume, 
of course, that It:..o I « IJ.). 

An investigation of the equation that follows leads, as 
can be easily seen, to the conclusion that I t:..1 changes 
little when T < I t:..o I, after which it increases and 
reaches a saturation value E; = t:..IT="" at T ~ B (B 
~ I t:..ol): 

3=L'io+Barctg(Ao/y). (13b) 
It remains now to calculate the entropy 

aQ 2n' (I fi L'i l' l' ) S=--=-Po(,,)T-4A 2nln--=-+-I--R+- , 
aT 3 l'2n T T T 

( 1 1'+iL'i) (15) 
R = Re '" 2 + 2I1T ' 

and the specific heat 

C=-Po(,,)T+4A 1'--A-+- . (16 2n' (dR dl l' \ ) 
3 <IT dT T 

Since 

11'=~ 
dT' 

where 
, , ( 1 i' + il'. ) R =Re¢ -+-- , 

2 2nT 
I' = 1m .h' (~+ l' + il1 ) 

'I" 2 2nT' 

with R/, I' ~ 1, it follows that in the most probable case 
I t:..o I » Y in the region of the maximum specific heat we 
have Y/T + YdR/dT ~ y/t:.. .:: Y/t:..o« 1, and these terms 
can be neglected, as will be seen later on. 

We next obtain from (13a) 
11' = -Bdl I dT, (13c) 

whence 

C 2n' ()T+4A 11'.11'1 
""-3- Po " -B-' (16a) 

Since the maximum t:..' ~ 1 occurs at t:.. ~ B, the 
correction to the specific heat C l ~ A ~ n is of the 
same order of magnitude (formula wise) as Co ~ m*kB 
~ n at B ~ It:..o I » y, The width of the obtained peak is 

t:.. T ~ B. On the other hand if B « It:..o I, then the height 
of the peak decreases. 

We now study the effect of the magnetic field on the 
specific heat and on the Pauli paramagnetism. In the 
calculation of the classical part of 0 we can assume 
that 

Q(I!, T, H) = 1/2[Q(I!+~, T) +Q(,,-~, T)], 

where H is the magnetic field, , = JloH, IJ. 0 is the ef
fecti ve Bohr magneton, and the quantities 0 (IJ., T) on 
the right have already been calculated by us. 

As usual, we begin with an examination of the effect 
of the magnetic field and of the temperature on the 
chemical potential. Condition (13) now leads to the 
expression 

where 

1'.0 -I'. = -po'(,,) (n'T'/3 + ~') 1~0(J.1) 
+B[(l++ L) 12 - arctg (Ao/y)], 

( 1 1'+il1±) 
1±=lm1jl 2+~T' L'i±=I1±~, 1'.0=I1IT_H_o, 

and the first term will be neglected, as before. 

(17) 

The correction to the specific heat is now the arith
metic mean of the corresponding quantities taken at t:.. + 

and t:.. _ and at l;« B 

L'io-L'i = _~ Po'(,,) T' +B(/-arctg~), 
6 Po(,,) l' 

(13a) C, "" 2AB-' (l1+iI1+' + 11-11_'), 
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Le., the initial peak is split in a weak magnetic field. 
In the general case, of course, it is necessary to solve 
(17) numerically. 

The magnetic moment of the system is 

M=_~=_~[OQ(I1+~) OQ(I1-~)] 
aH 2 Oil Oil 

= 21l0Po(Il)~ + 21l0A (/+ - L). 

At T « I ~o I we obtain from the asymptotic form of 
I [al that Eq. (17) goes over into 

B ( ~+ ~_ ~o ) ~o- ~ =- arctg-+arctg-- 2arctg- . 
2 Y Y Y 

We see therefore that I ~ I changes little at 

(18) 

(17a) 

t: < I ~o I, and then increases and assumes a saturation 
value t; = ~l;=oo at l; ~ B (if B ~ I~ol) 

~ = ~o + B arctg (~0/'V). 

For the magnetic susceptibility, differentiating (18) 
at T « I a 0 I, we obtain 

aM 2 2 ('Vd~+ld~ Vd~jd~) 'X =-= 2110 Po(ll) + 2110 A 
aH ~+'+V' ~_2+V' • (18a) 

and if I ~o I » Y the first term in the parentheses can 
be neglected in comparison with the second, which gives 
a peak with a maximum at the point to, at which 
a = t. From (17a) at I ~ol »y we obtain 

~0=~0+B;3t/4 

and in the vicinity of the maximum (0 = l; - /; 0) 
2(11 + ~_) 211 

~-=-vtg B ""-'VtgB'" 

(the last equality is valid at B » Y), so that we obtain 
from (18a) for Xl the expression 

which is suitable when lT/2 - 210 liB» (YIB)1I2. It 
can be shown that axi aH has a positive peak near 

(18b) 

l; = ~o and a negative peak near l; = ~o + BlT/2, both of 
height ~ XO JJ. 01 ffy and width ~ /; ~ "B Y • 

In conclusion, let us stop to discuss the experimental 
possibilities of observing the described effects. 

The first condition is that the impurity concentration 
be small, n « k3 , Le., 

(19) 

where ne is the electron concentration in the metal (by 
n is meant only the concentration of the impurity center 
that lead to resonance near the Fermi energy). 

The next condition is determined from the fact that 
the resonance should be sharp enough, Le., 

(Ill E o)'+'" ¢: 1. (20) 

If it is assumed that ro is of the same order of 
magnitude as the Debye radius of the electrons, then 
E ~ kPo/Amo, where mo and Po are the mass of the 
free electron and the Fermi momentum in the normal 
metal, and A is the dielectric constant. Hence 

11 I Eo - (n" In,) "'J..m, I m' (20a) 

(no denotes here the concentration of the electrons in 
the normal metal), Le., we must have either a low elec
tron concentration or large electron effective masses 
m* (narrow bands). 

Finally, the mean value of the potential of an im
purity with charge Ze 

V -Ze' I AT, 
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should be larger than or of the order of Eo, if a reso
nance situation is to be possible at aU; whence 

Z;;' [(n. I n,)"'Am, I m'p. 

and by virtue of (20) and (20a) the right-hand side here 
is smaller than unity. The main complication lies there
fore in the choice of impurities with resonance 111. - EO I 
« JJ. in a medium with low anisotropy. 

Phenomena very similar to those considered by us 
were observed in graphite[9 l . The resonance decay can 
be attributed to the fact that the spectrum of the graphite 
has almost rotational symmetry about a threefold axis. 
An analysis similar to that used in the derivation of (4) 
shows that in the case of axial symmetry at a moment 
m we have 1m JJ.m a: k2m+1 (for the eigenfunction 
1jJ(p, z) = 1jJ(p, -z), for which 1jJ(p, pz) .. 0 at pz = 0) or 
even smaller, Since there is no exact axial symmetry 
in graphite, decay via the channel with m = 0 predomi
nates as k - 0 (lm 11. a: k). At higher energies, how
ever, however, decay with nonzero m can become pre
dominant. 

All the formulas of Sec. 2 are valid in the anisotropic 
case; it is necessary only to substitute in them the 
correct values of po and A (which is now expressed in 
the form (9)). It should be noted, however, that in the 
model considered here the positions of the maxima on 
the specific-heat and paramagnetic -susceptibility curves 
depend on the value of B, Le., on the impurity concen
tration. This dependence ceases to be important at 
B:S a o, the quantity (CdCo)max decreases with de
creasing B. 

The author thanks L. F. Vereshchagin for interest 
and support, R. G. Arkhipov for interest in the work and 
useful discussions, and also V. V. Kechin, who supplied 
him with experimental data on graphite. 

APPENDIX 

We calculate here the eigenvalues JJ. nm for a poten
tial made up of two identical spherically-symmetrical 
potentials located at a distance R from each other. 
Equation (1) is rewritten in the form 

If we express 1jJ as 

then 

1l1jJ = (v, + v,)G-IjJ. 

1jJ=1jJ, +'¢,. 

Il'¢, = v,G-IjJ, + v,G-IjJ,. 
1l1jJ, = v,G,¢, + v,G-IjJ,. 

The equation for 1jJ 1 is therefore 

1jJ, = a, (v, I 11) Ga,(v, Ill) G1jJ" (A.1) 

where the operator a( vi JJ.) in a field vi 11. is given by 

Ila = v+ vGa. 

It is clear that 

where 1jJQ:, ~, and l1.a are the corresponding eigenfunc
tions and eigenvalues of the nucleus vG. Expanding 1jJl 
in the eigenfunctions 1jJgI of the kernel vlG and taking 
the scalar product of (A.1) and Xc'l(ll we obtain (1jJl 
= r;ca 1jJ:Xl1 ): 

(A.2) 
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where 

and (} = {nZm}. If the z axis is chosen along R, the 
matrices g are obviously diagonal in the momentum 
projections m. They are easily calculated if exp (R/ro) 
» 1: 

(A.3) 1+" 

X 4n .E i'ht) (kR) Y,o' (~'j.) (Y"),'.';:,, 
'-=[1_,'1 i) 

where Rij = ~ - Rj, h~) are spherical Hankel func
tions(4), (Y>.o)i~" is a matrix element of Y>.o in terms 

of the spherical harmonics YZm and Yl'mZ and is ex
pressed in terms of 3j-symbols(6), and . 

j.(k)= S f(r)j,(kr)r' dr, 

where jZ( z) are spherical Bessel functions(4). 

Therefore, if we seek J..L(R), so that J..L - J..LnZ at 
R = I Rij I - co, then we obtain for Re (J..L - J..LnZ), re
taining in (A.2) only the diagonal terms: , 
Re("nm± - "n.)= ± 2m'kXn,+ (k)'i'n' (k) (21+ 1) ~ (4" + 1)n,,(kR)C,'m, 

where (A.4) 
C,lm = ( I 2".1) ( I 2" I ) 2 

-m 0 mOO 0 ' 

the expressions in the parentheses are 3l-symbols[61, a.i1d 
in nz(z) is a spherical Neumann function 4), 

From the expansion of j( z) at small values of z it 
follows that if kro « 1, then 
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en' = [(21 + 1) I! ]-1 S 'i'nl (r)r'+2 dr. 
(A.5) 

To calculate the damping it is necessary in general 
to take into account also the off-diagonal terms in (A.2), 
but we do not need the damping; we note only that at 
kR» 1 we have 1m J..L(R) R:;lm J..LnZ. 
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